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JOH:",NY AND MARY. 
Where the cow, came up at eveuing 
,Just outside the garden gate, 
And the robin sang at sundown, 
In the orchard with his mate ; 
Where the chickens sought their slmnbers 
In the trees around the door, 
A•1d low rural noises lingered 
When the summer day was o'er : 
In a little white-washed cottage ; 
Mary lived with .widowed ma, 
And across the way lived Johnny, 
With a widower for pa. 
They were simple country children, 
As you very often see 
Where combs are old and toothless, and 
Where earth and air are free. 
Johnny wore some friendly buttons 
Where his pants an,! waist would meet, 
And he wore good natlll'e on his face 
And-nothing on his feet. 
And a wrinkled rag with tattered 
Rim that Johnny called his hat, 
In daytime held his wandering hair, 
And at night it held-the cat. 
His ears were hid among his curls, 
But he conld'nt hide the wait 
That looked so very funny where 
His fat freckled nose was short ; 
And his brown eyes spoke of mischief 
That was lying farther in, 
As they peeped out o'er his sunburnt 
Cheeks that rested on his chin ; 
While his features, all _combined, were 
Like the features of a clown, 
As they stretched with fun that bubbled 
Up. to keep his feelings down. 
Mary was three years the younger : 
She was six years old In May ; 
And, if not so h1ll of nuschlef, 
She was just as full of play. 
Though her summerdress was simple, 
On Sund:i.y it was neat, 
And 'twas always· short enough to 
Show her little chubby feet. 
There was secret laughter in her 
Eyes that looked out through her hair, 
From beneath the ancient bonnet 
That her grandma used to wear. 
And her rosy face expanded 
With a broad and native grin, 
Till the hollows in her cheeks could 
Kiss the dimple m her chin. 
This was modest little Mary, 
And she wa~ her mamma's joy; 
And she loved to be with Johnny-
Her mamma's neighbor's boy .. 
And the children.both were happy, 
When they met out in the lane, 
Just beneath a branching shade tree, 
Where they ate their sugar cane. 
Here they built their little houses-
Houses fitted up for two ; 
And they talked in childish language, 
Ju&t as older people do. 
But the glee of Johnny often 
Ran withJmischlef up so high, 
That sometimes it overflowed, and 
Made poor little Mary cry. 
Then repenting, as do children 
Who are farther on in years, 
He would kiss his pouting playma.te, 
Till she laughed away her tears. 
Now her ma was kind to Mary, 
As his pa was kind to John ; 
For she loved her only daughter, 
As he loved his only ,on. 
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And often when the children played 
Until it wns growing late, 
His pa would come out to the fence, 
And her ma out to the gate. 
Here they would stand and talk about 
Their little ,John an .. Mary, 
Until the moon looked down on them 
Aud night had grown quite starry. 
Then .John would leave his sport to go 
And stand beside his pa, 
While Mai·y dear woulcl occupy 
A place beside her ma. 
They Imgered o'er their parent's words, 
And listened till surprise 
Crept 111 their little msty ears, 
Aud out their wondering eyes. 
For oft they failed to comprehend, 
What pa and mamma said, 
When they would change their tone to talk 
About-tlie onion bed ; 
Or, when they cast inquirin~ eye~ 
Upon the silent moon, 
And wondered if the man up there 
Ate hash without a spoon. • 
Thus John and Mary loved to hear 
Their pa and ma discourse, 
And ma and papa loved to please 
Theil· little dears, of course. 
These two small fam'Iies lived in peace, 
Not far apart you see ; 
But ~till on very friend! y terms, 
As neighboi-s ought to be ; 
And when his pa sent John across 
For what be did desire, 
Perchance to get a match or two, 
To light the kitchen fire ; 
Or, when expecting Mary's ma 
And Mary to come o'er, 
He sent his son to get a broom 
To sweep the kitchen floor ; 
He always went along with him, 
For "tis a fact," said he, 
"That when Johnny's gone I'm lonesome 
Without his company." 
And so when Mary crossed the road, 
To borrow or to play, 
Her mamma went along with her, 
To show her child the way ; 
For she never felt contented, 
Until she had repaid 
The very pleasant visit that 
Young Johnny's papa made. 
One Sunday evenin~ when the sun 
Had gone down in the west, 
And little birds had ceased to sing, 
And hogs had gone to rest ; 
When tranquil night was creP-ping in 
Around the field and woods, 
And cows were lying in the lane 
A masticating encl~. 
,John's papa thought that he must take 
His hopeft,I '.ittle SOil 
Where he and Mary's ma might watch 
The children having fun. 
So Johnny went across the way 
Together with his pa, 
The one to play with Mary and 
The other-talk to ma. 
They spoke of h01-ses, sheep and pigs, 
Of wheat and oats, and hay, 
And talked of com and beans 
For want of something else to say. 
Then for variety they touched 
On axes, planes and saws, 
And at the end of each, they made 
A long protracted pause. 
And when they had reviewed their themes, 
They felt that they were bound 
To turn them over once again, 
And try another round. 
Aud thus the evening passed away 
As others had before, 
But just before John's pa went home 
He lingered at the door. 
The stars looked down upon the scene 
And silvered all the pines, 
The moon shown on the cabbage patch, 
And tipped the pumpkins vines. 
Anon from out the woods would come 
The notes of whip-poor-will, 
And then the old grey owl would hoot 
From off the distant hill. ' 
,John's papa gazed around him there 
Like one In deep suspense, 
And listened to the cats' quartette, 
Behind the back-yard fence. 
The echoes sounded through the night, 
Around and overhead ; 
While Mary rubbed her sleepy eyes 
And Johnny-scratched his head, 
Then Johnny's papa turned to him 
And kindly said, " My son 
Ask little Mary's mamma If 
She'll have me, just for fun." 
Then Mary's mamm"R turned to her-
The answer you may guess-
She said, "My little Mary, dear, 
Tell Johnny's papa-Yes." 
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JUNIOR EXHIBITION. 
On July 1, the Junior class was favored 
with one of the pleasantest of suu:;.mer even-
ings on which to holtl their exhibition. 
Many people fro,~1 a distance gathered in, 
who, with the students and citizens of the 
vicidty, filled the chapel seats. including 
many chairs placed in the aisles ; but the 
audience was not so large as usual on such 
occasions. The chapel was decorated with 
great simplicity allll taste. In an arch be-
tween tl1e two Corinthian columns was the 
class motto. "Ad Astra per Aspera," held in 
the talons of an eagle a::1 he soared to the 
beautiful constellation of stars clustered 
just above, while just below wad suspended 
the symbol of the students' toil-two books, 
on which rested the ancient lamp of mid-
night oil. One of the most novel features 
of the Seniors' decorative art was the plac-
ing over the entrance door of two immense 
feet, to signify the name of the class,-the 
"Big Feet;'' it being customary of late years 
to designate each class by the name of some 
noted trilJe of Indians. The size of shoes 
to fit said feet ·would be about nmnlJer 45's. 
The Juniors' feet, however, are not so large. 
At a little past 7 ::30 o'clock the ten speak-
ers of the evening, escorteu by Miss Lane 
and accompanied by the President and Prof. 
Knapp, ascended the ro;;trum; the tasty pro-
grammes were distrilJuted, while the College 
band gave some very fine music. Prof. 
Knapp, in an impressive mauner, invoked 
Divme blessing. 
"What Are the YeMs Brin.~ing·• was the 
subject of the fir,;t orntio:1 by J<J. C. Fortner, 
of Bremer Cu. 'fhe only criticism we shall 
offer upon the s1rnaker's ,manner is that of 
beginning at once a vehement delivery, 
which was difticult to mcrease as the 
thought demanded, rendering it necessary 
to speak throughout in a sameness of tone. 
Mr. Fortner proved himself a better speak-
er than was anticipated even by his friends 
who knew him best. He compared our 
country with somP uf the European nations, 
showing, 0f course, the supreme greatness 
of the former, and spoke forcibly of the dan-
gers of Communism, calling upun all Ameri• 
cans to jealously guanl our rights and liber-
ties against its destructive touch. A plea 
was entered for the Bible and religion, and 
the speaker closed with a reference to the 
growth of liberty unfler free government: 
R. J. Hopkins, of Boone Co., next dis-
coursed on "The Gods We Worship." He 
told of the objects o: ancient worship, their 
superhuman size, strength, beauty, etc. In· 
the middle ages physical strength and dar-
ing occupied the position of gods, aml were 
worshiped uy all men. Courage was uni-
versally coveted and was the first qualifica-
tion of a knight. Now, mental power and 
culture receive the a<loration of man. Yet 
the most intelligent on both continents wol'-
ship the alluring god of gold; but more sub-
tle and uni versa! than even gold, the god Qf _ 
public opinion receives the homage of all 
men, especially of politicians, public officers, 
soldiers and profes,;ional men. Mr. Hopkins 
makes a fine appearance,' and his tlelivery 
was graceful and appropriate. His voice, 
about the best that was heard during the 
evening, was kept too much 'on the same 
key. His speech was elegantly written. 
A piano solo followed, which was excel-
lently rend !red by Mr. F. J. Smith. 
The third speaker was Mi:;s Etta M. B. 
.Andrews, of Floyd Co., whose subject was 
"La Pucelle, the Maid of Orleans." The 
prOLluction was an account of the career and 
death of tlmt heroine, better known a.;; "Joan 
of Arc." The world has no relic of her, but 
her record is well authenticated. She was 
born in an age when legends and visions 
were common to all, an 1, naturally, . in her 
overwrought imagination, heard angel voic-
es. Tlle true secret of her success was her 
strong common sense, concealed under the 
garb of inspiration. At thirteen she 
believed in supermituml visitations. but not 
until eighteen did her timidity allow her to 
become the object of public gaze. 'fhen was 
recounted some of her struggles, victories, 
her pure life and. her tragic death. Miss 
Andrews is at ease before an audience, and 
speaks with very fair effect. Her produc-
tion was very ornate and rather poetical. 
J. S. Dewell, of Cedar Co., showed up "Our 
National Strength." He is proutl of Ameri- · 
ca's past and very hopeful for her future. 
While other countries have been founded 
for fame or other selfish motives, ours was 
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the outg-rowth of the trinity of rights,-life, 
liberty and property. and is held together by 
fraternity and justice. Mr. Dewell emphat-
ically believes in a strong government, and 
we opine that when he becomes one of our 
statesmen he will be a "stalwart," and no 
mean antagonist of the doctrine of .states' 
rights. After referring to the war, the re-
construction of the t,outh; the individual 
responsibility of· the states, to the general 
rgovernment for their acts, he dealt a blow 
to Greenbackism, and urgell that there be 
no sudden legislative upheavals nor violent 
changes in the government. Our great safe-
guard, the llestroyer of caste, is the common 
school, whose support antl patrom1ge should 
be required by all; the natiun acting where-
in the state fails. Mr. De well is a command-
ing and forcible speaker, but his voice is 
not under good control. 
A beautiful tenor solo was Hext rendered 
by Mr. Hopkins, with chorus and orchestral 
.accompaniment. 
Tom Burke, of Keokuk Co., favored the 
;audience with his amusing poem on "John-
11y and Mary," in which, however, J olmnie's 
pa and Mary's ma wern 1 he chief figures. 
Mr. Burke's style is inirn!table, and added 
much to th"l comic scenes described. The 
poem is publishecl in this issue. 
An exceilent oration, on the "Power of 
Discontent," followed, by Miss Jennie Per-
rett, of Cerro Gordo Co. Her articulation 
was distinct, her delivery earnest and im-
pressive. She set forth that, while "sweet 
content" has been a favorite theme with lit-
erary ·writern, perfect lrnpp111ess, the out-
growth of contentri1eut, is wlwlly imagma-
ry, always longetl for, but never attained .. 
Within the brectst of everyone is a restless 
discontent, and this it is that spurs to action 
and leads to suc,,ess. While contentment 
stands still or retrogrades, discontent fires 
the soul to reach out after better things, in-
augurates r,·forms, corrects errors and is the 
author of ail imprnvenwnts. Discontent, 
led by hope and guided by a judicious will, 
!ms accomplished great things and is the 
tlrive-wheel of progress. Not ouly individ-
uals, but nations asa whole, have been raised 
to a higher plane by the spirit of discontent. 
"Shakespeare and Spenser," was the sub-ject of the oration by W. H. McHenry, Jr., 
of Polk Co. His delivery was very fine and 
he commanded everybody's attent10n. He 
noted the three parallel ages in government 
and learning,-the Augustine of Home, the 
Florentine under the Medici and the Eliza-
bethan in England. Then came a brief 
sketch of Englislt history of the time of 
Spenser and Shakespeare. Spenser came too 
late to see the altars of Cupid and Venus, 
but rebuilt them in his imagination. He 
is ideal, his heroes tloing impossible things. 
Shakespeare is real, the writer that uner-
ringly portrays the human passions and sen-
timents. The oration was a very able one. 
Misses Farwell aud Parrott rendered a 
piano duett very creditably. 
'\V. C. Armstrong, of Marshall Co., gave 
an interesting sketch of tt1e life and clrnrac-
ter of "Sir Isaac Newton." The orphan's 
boyhood gave no great promise, but while in 
college his genius for mathematics became 
apparent, and of this brantl1 he was soon 
made professor at Cambridge. Here began 
his real life-work. The greaL works from 
his pen appeared in rapid succession. but 
his genius was not recogui"zed till long after 
his death, and he was uncon.scious of his 
own greatness. He was able to successfully 
meet the scientists of Europe who bitterly 
opposed him, bnt the accidental burning of 
many of his manuscripts, which had cost 
him twenty years hard labor, overwhelined 
him with grief. Mr. Armstrong speaks 
rather rapidly, but his effort was very suc-
cessful. 
Miss Nellie M. Bell, of Cedar Co., invited 
our attention to a consideration of "You 
and Me.'' It was certainly not a hackneyed 
subject, and the oration proved to be a most 
able appeal for the golden rule. She stated 
that the altruistic sentiments lie at the basis 
of every system of morals, traced the growth 
of the social ties and ascribed the fall of sla-
very to an increased prevalence of the hon-
est recognit10n of the rights of a neighbor. 
It is the growth of the under-current in so-
ciety that brings about moral reforms; by 
this alone can the temperance problem be 
solved; but, "love thy neighbor as thyself," 
must be learned and obeyed before a perfect 
society can exist. Loving our neighbor does 
not imply giving him our propert_y,or doing, 
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anything for him which he can llo himself 
but, ••lJius him God speed an<l places no ob-
stacle in his way." Miss Bell's delivery was 
most pleasing. One marlrnu feature of her 
oration was the utter abseuce of flow"ry or 
far-fetched figures and of any attempt at 
oratoril'al flourish. Iler sµeech was plain, 
sound common sense, and was presented as 
clearly and directly as it was vossible to do. 
The last speaker was 1''. E. Furry, of Har-
din Co., and his subject, "Tho Strugg·le.'' 
Peace and harmony :ire but imaginary, every 
age bearing the marks of conflict. Difficul-
ties attend all effort, and they must be fair-
ly met. If man maintains a superior posi-
tion, he must prove his right to it. To win 
means to strike, and an endless struggle is 
the type of true life. The speaker gave a 
splendid tribute to that faith in a higher 
power, in a grander future than the present 
which enables man to strive in difficulty, to 
trust in adversity, to hope in def pair. The 
present struggle is to overthrow faith, but 
the speaker strongly urged that faith is the 
well-spring of man's best effort, the first anu 
most enduring stimulus to his greatest 
achievements; and man, instead of assail-
ing this faith, should protect it, for it alone 
can lead him still highPr. Mr. Furry's deliv-
ery was not so graceful as that of some, but 
in both thou6ht and oratory he was scarcely 
equaled by any other speaker. 
The exercises were closed by an overture 
to Sans Souci by piano and full orchestra. 
The exhibition as a whole was very suc-
cessful, the speaking, we think, being better 
than for several years. Not a poor speaker 
appeared on the pro_gramme, and some dis-
played unusual powers. 'fwo of the speech-
es were biographical, three defended relig-
ious faith, two lauded American greatness 
and were ~cstatic over her future grandeur, 
one reveled in the creations of literary gen-
iuses, while two each traced out a mental 
peculiarity of man and showed its effects 
on individuals and peoples. 
The wealthiest university in the world is 
that of Leyden, Holland. The value of its 
real esta:e alone is more than fonr rnHlion 
-dollars. 
ALUM:Nl. 
The third biennial meeting of the Alumni 
was held in the college chapel on the 
evening of June 30th. Two or three days 
before the appoint< cl time, they began to 
arrive, and the familiarity with which they 
rushed up the stone steps to grePt their 
delighted friPnds, showed them to be i.o 
strangers to the institution. All senn hap-
py on returning to their Alma Mntei:, and 
the well-remembered scenes werp no doubt 
en<leared to them by kindred thoughts of 
events that happened in their college days. 
T'.1e evening before they held their session, 
a numher of them collected at the cross-
roads bet ween Prof. Stanton and the college, 
and from the manner in which they talked 
and laughed, it "as evident that they wel'e 
enjoying themselves. The greatPr number 
arrived on the last day, and extra taules 
were introducell into the dining hall to re-
ceive them. It was interesting to sPe how 
members of the same class would, by com-
mon consent, gravitate toward the same 
table; and it was gratifying to watch the 
happy expression on their faces as they 
reviewl')d the trials they endured, the Yic-
tories they achieved, an,l t!te pleas,mt hours 
they enjoyed together during their collPge 
days. They seemed to live over again that 
most happy period of their lives; and 
the pleasure of old remembrances was 
probably heightened by telling of adven-
tures they have met with since going out to 
battle with the world. 
Everything went off pleasantly during 
the day and at half-past seven in the even-
ing the house was called to order by the 
president of the association, Prof. Stanton. 
In a few well-chosen words the Professor 
gave a brief introductory in which 
he welcomed the alumni back to their col-
lege home, where they might renew their 
old friendships and form new ones for the 
future. 
The audience then listened to a beautiful 
piano duet by Misses Welch and Dudley, in 
which they acquitted themselves a<lmirably 
S. Y. Yates, of class '74, was next intro-
duced as orator for the evening. He spoke 
on the "Educational Supervision of Pulllic 
Schools." In the course of his remarks he_ 
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went on to show how the promotion of 
knowledge is estiential to the welfare of the 
people. The education of the masses can 
best be accomplishe(l by local authority but 
what the state will not do, c0ngress can 
and should do. The orator quoted from ·wash-
ington to show that the government has a 
right to legislate with regard to the pulJlic 
schools the right to he a government 
implies the right to do everything 
toward maintaining that government 
, and advancing its interests. He would 
· have a state limited in its influence in na-
tional affairs i 11 proportion to its educational 
qualifications. He made the startling 
announcment that one-fifth of our political 
power is wiel,Jed by men who cannot read 
or write. He did not favor the National 
Military Acadamy at West Point, but re-
garded it as an unnecessary expense to the 
nation. '.rhe science of military tactics, he 
thought could be taught equally as 
well in the various colleges· through 
the land, and the abolition of the 
national military school would not only 
prevent the 111ind of the aspiring soldier 
from being confined to the narrow channel 
of a warrior life, but it would do away w1tl1 
the rising military aristocracy that is cen-
tered at \Vest Point. The speaker dwelt 
principally, however, on the pulJlic schools 
and their influence on the moral and finan-
cial growth of the nation; and in conclusion 
he saitl that without education there could 
be no wealth, and with education, no pov-
erty. Mr. Yates spoke deliberately and well, 
but the effect of his oration would have 
been far better if he had·uot been obliged to 
to read from his manuscript. 
W. M. Scott, of class '70, was presented as 
poet of the evening. His appearance was 
greeted with applause; and when the noise 
had subsided he proceeded to read his poem, 
in which he described the trials and 
triumphs that attend a western boy in his 
course through college. He introduced his 
hero as the inevitable pedagoguP, a voca-
tion which seems to be the preparatory 
dflpartment in the college training of a 
western boy. After introducing him to the 
I. A. C.. hy initiating him in a " mock 
council." the author led him before the fac-
uliy, and terrified him by the unrelenting 
looks of its members. He passed safely 
.through the Freshman year, however, and, 
when he had attained to the presumption of 
being a Sophomore. he developed a weakness 
about the heart which only the company of 
one of the fair ones could satisfy-and just 
here we could'nt help remembering our 
own experience. But the western boy sur-
mounted all difficulties and on commenc-
ment day he stood with the chosen few and 
held the audience enraptured with his 
eloquence and wisdom. '.rhe poem showed 
plainly how a young man may rise by his 
own exertions. and we could'nt help think-
ing how many of our students are persona-
tions of "The western boy." The speaker's 
style was easy and graceful an•l his effort 
was appreciated by all. 
We will not attemµt to review the history 
which was read in a very pleasing manne~ 
by I. W. Smith of '72. It was very interest-
ing, and we sh~tll endeavor to obtain it for 
publication in our next issue. 
The session closed with a song by Prof 
T. L. Smith amt Miss Kate Curtis. 1t was 
very finely rendered indeed, and the applause 
that followed sl10wed the appreciation of the 
audience. 
The evening passed off pleasantly and the 
exercises were eRpecially entertaining to the 
sixty-fl ve, or more, graduates who were pres-
ent. The awe-L1spiring Alumni were then 
lost sight of, a,;. they went into secret ses-
sion in the Crescent hall. 
After this they adjourned to thP farm-
house where a bountiful supper was pre-
pared, an,l where they were entertained 
with music lJy the college band. Quite a 
number of the .Alumni staid for the .Junior 
ExhilJition, and, on the whole, we may say 
that they all s~emPcl to enjoy themselves 
and th:tt their mePting was a happy one. 
The number of letters in the alp11abet 
of different languages varies considerably. 
Eng!Jsh antl German have 26 letters; French, 
2!5; Italian, 20; Spanish, 27; Slavonic, 42; 
Russian, 36; Latin, :B; Greek, 25; Hebrew, 
22; Arabic. 28; Persian, 31; Turkish, 28; 
Sanscrit, 44; ancl Chinese not fewer than 214. 
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SCIENTIFIC. 
Eighty gallons of oil are flowing daily 
from a well in Brown county, Texas. 
The Hessian fly is reported in consider-
able numbers in certain parts of Michigan. 
Prof. Jas. ,vard has recently discovered a 
representative of Perisporiacere, that grows 
only on glass. 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, has a factory that 
annually converts two million feet of logs 
into matches. 
A new volcano, at present in a state of 
violent eruption, has been discovered in the 
southern part of Patagonia. 
M. De Lesseps, an eminent French engi-
neer, says that the Brooklyn bridge will last 
for six centuries. 
Prof. Thomson's new d1,sign for a wind-
mill is building at the workshop. He thinks 
it is quite an improvement over his first one, 
wltich was generally conceded to have been 
a success. He thinks its cost will not go 
above $45 or $50. 
The Iowa Academy of Sciences held its 
tenth meeting on the 24-th and 2:5th of last 
month. at Iowa City. It may be safely said 
that tlns was one of the most interesting 
and instructive meetings the academy has 
ever held. Upwards of twenty-five care-
fully prepared papers were presented, many 
of which were accompanied by illustrative 
drawings and specimens. 
One of these, by Dr. Wachsmuth, of Bur-
lington, the vice president of the academy, 
on the "Individual and Paleontological De-
velopment of Crmoids," was of special inter-
est. Several papers were. presented by rep-
resentatives of the Iowa Agricultural Col-
lege, among which was one bJ Prof. Real, 
on the "Hat its of Tardigrades ;" one on Na-
tive Sphingidoo of Iowa," by Herbert Osborn; 
and om by Prof. Bessey, who is at present 
president of the academy, on "Trichomes of 
the Morning Glory." 'file briefest mention 
of many other equally deserving papers in 
our space is impossible. The eleventh mPet-
ing of the academy will be held iu February 
next. 
STRYCHNINE. 
Strychnine was discovered in 1818 by Pel-
letier and Caventon, both in the seed of 
Strychnos nux vomica and Strychnos Ignati 
or St. Ignatius bean. Thus far it has only 
been found in five species of the genus. 
They are natives of India and South Amer-
ica. The genus belongs to the family Lo-
ganiacae, which is intermediate between the 
Gentianaceoo and Asclepiadaceai, both of 
which are extremely poisonous. There are 
some species of the genus which are per-· 
fectly harmless. According to most analyses 
it forms something less than½ pt,r cent by 
weight of nux vomica and from l to l½ per 
cent in St. Ignatius bean. 
The seeds of nux vomica are fiat, nearly 
round and less than an inch in diamt:ter; 
being slightly concave on one side, convex 
on the other, and covered with short, silky, 
greyish or yellowish hairs. There are sev-. 
eral ways of obtaining the strychnine, but 
the moRt common is the following·: the seeds 
are rasped auJ tligesteLl for 24 hours in :1yater 
acidulated with hydrochloric acid; stm111ed, 
and the strained liquid is concentrated to a 
small volume and then precipitated with 
milk of lime. The precipitate thus produced 
is collected on a cloth, washed with cold 
water; then dried, and the mass exhausted 
with succesive portions of alcohol. Then 
the alcoholic liquid is concentrated on a 
water bath, there treated with water con-
taining a little H2S04 by which the strych-
nine will be dissolved in the form of a sul-
phate. The solution is boiled with animal 
charcoal, filtered, concentrated to a small 
volume and the sulphate allowed to sepa-
rate by crystallization. 
The symptom·s produced by poisonous 
doses of strychnine, are very uniform in 
their nature and characteristics. There is a 
sense of oppression and great anxiety, 
with spasmodic movement of the muscles 
of the extremities. These effects are sooner 
or later succeeded by viole1~t muscular eon-· 
vulsiuns, in which the head is thrown back, 
the whole body rigidly stiff, the extremities 
extended, the hands firmly clutched and the 
feet arched. In this state the jaws are us-
ually firmly closed, the face livid, the eyes 
prominent, the pupils dilated and, foam of-
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ten issues from the mouth; tbe muscles of 
the chest and diaphragm are also strongly 
contracted, and the respiration apparently 
arrested; the pulse is either very rapid or 
altogether imperceptible. In a little time, 
varymg from less than a minute to several 
minutes, this condition usually disappears 
and. there is a state of calm. After a little 
time, llowever, the system agam becomes 
excited, the special senses being particular-
ly acute. A second paroxysm may now tie 
expected. After a succession of attacks, 
death takes place either during a paroxysm, 
or more frequently, soon after from com-
plete exhaustion. The intellect usually re-
mains clear up to the time of death. The 
.time within which the :;ymptoms first 
manifest themselves, has varied from a few 
minutes to some hour.;; l:Jut they do not of-
ten appear much before fifteen minutes nor 
are they often delayed much beyond half an 
hour. Death has been knowu to occur from 
a dose of only ½ grain, while one case is on 
record where 50 grains were swallowed 
without producing serious results. Death 
usually ensues in about two hours after the 
dose has been taken. It is one of the 
most virulent poisons known · and even if 
taken in extremely small quantities, speedy 
action is necessary. 
The best treatment is the employment of 
an emetic or a stomach pump. As an emetw, 
finely powdered mustard or sulphate of zinc 
may be used. The action of the emetic 
should be aided by the free use of warm 
drinks. On account of the difficulty of swal-
lowing and rigid state of tbe jaws, it is 
som1:times impossible to resort to the use 
of emetics or the ·stomach pump. Of the 
various remedies that have been proposed, 
the administration of chloroform, as first 
employed by Dr. Drisbach of Ohio, seems to 
be the most efficient. As a chemical anti-
dote the use of tannic acid has been strong-
ly advised. A Vienna physician performed 
a series of experiments upon inferior ani-
mals, from which it would appear that 
this substance, if administered early, has 
the property of suspending the action of the 
poison. In the absence of tannin a strong 
dose of green tea can be used. The utility 
of this acid 1s supposed to depend upon its 
uniting with the poison to form tannate of 
strychnine. It has also been thought that 
strychnine and nicotine, the poisonous 
principle of tobacco, might be mutually· an-
tidotal. For the purpose of testmg the 
truth of this, to each of thirteen healthy cats, 
was given half a grain of pure strychnine. 
[n some instances as soon as symptoms of 
the poison ap~ared an infusion of twenty 
grains of tobacco-leaves was administered; 
while in others, the tobacco was given with 
the strychnine, the two solutions being 
thorong;'.1ly mixe«;l. As a result of these ex-
periments; one of the animals, which had 
taken the mixture recovered; all the rest 
died. 
'fl,e most constant appearances in death 
from strychnine are, engorgement of the 
lungs and fullness of the blood-vessels of 
the brain and its meml:Jranes, with a fluid 
condition and dark color of the blood. The 
heart is generally empty and flaccid. In 
somf' instances there is a redness of the mu-
cous membrane of the stomach. The body 
presents a livid appearance. One of the 
1most striking features in death from this 
substance is the rigid condition assumed by 
the body soon after death. In this state, the 
joints are fixed, the limbs extended, feet 
arched, fingers tirmly closed, and the head 
thrown back. It has not unfrequently hap-
pened in fatal poisoning by strychnine, that 
there was a failure to detect a trace of the 
poison, even in the contents of the stomach 
and under circumstances apparently very fa-
vorable fur its recovery. There is little doubt 
but some of these failures may be justly at-
tributed to the imperfect methods of analy-
sis employed; yet they have occurred in the 
hands of the most experienced chemists. 
The whole of the poison may be rapidly re-
moved from the stomach by tile process of 
absorpti01, or the act of vomiting, and yet 
it has been recovered in some cases after 
some time had elapsed. Strychnine may be 
kept in contact with decomposing animal 
matter for several months, without itself 
undergoing any change. It, however, can 
not be recovered after so long a period, un-
der these conditions. 
The process for the detection of strychnine 
in animal tissues is very tedious and diffi- . 
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cult. The suspected tissues are cut into 
small pieces and the mass treated with acid-
ulated water until the strychnine is all sep-
arated from the substance. It is then treat-
ed with alchohol, evaporated with chloro-
form, and evaporated to dryness, This, in 
its various processes requires three or four 
days' work. If then one has been successful 
enough to secure the strychnine, the residue 
is treated with bichrom;-ite of potassium and 
sulphuric acid, which givfls the most charac-
teristic as well as most delicate test. It de-
pends npon a series of colors, the liquid im-
mediately llecoming ;i blue, which rapidly 
changes to purple or violet, then gr1tdually 
to red which slowly fafles. This develop-
ment of colon, i:s due to the action of the 
nascent oxygen evol verl by Uie acirls and bi-
chromate. 
A HEVIEW. 
Evo?utioit of Sound,-by Wilford. .An 
attack upon the current wave-theory of 
sound; in the place of which the author sub-
stitutes the hypothesis, that sound consists 
of substantial curpn:'!cul.tr emissions from 
the "sonnrific" body. New York, Hail & Co 
This i;i a book which might lie of interest 
to a student of acoustics, after he had gained 
a good understanding of the fundamental 
principles of tilt> subj!:'ct; because it would 
he a very fair test of his knowledge, and 
would \Varn him of many err,>rs that he 
might be liable to fall into in his subse-
quent investigations. The style, although 
somewhat verbose, is clear and vigorous. 
The author evinces some acquaintance with 
a few of the popular works 011 sound, but 
there is scarcely a reference to any of the 
higher works on the sullject. 
He admits, as everyone must, that the 
vibrathms of a large bell would produce a 
disturbance in the air. hut says (page 124), 
that the disturbance could t-xtend but a few 
feet from the bell. and gives that as a proof 
that the wave-theory is false; but he must 
prove that assertion beyond a doubt, before 
his arguments can be admitted. On page 
8~, he quotes Helmholtz, who says that, "tw·o 
separate condensations or rarefactions csn-
not exist in the same place at the same time;" 
and gives that as a proof that but one ser-
ies of waves can pass through a giveu mass 
of air at once, forgetting that any number 
of condensations or rarefactions at a given 
point may· be combined in one, and still pre-
serve their original wave-lengths and pro-
gressive motions, as a little careful co.nsider-
ation will show. There are several asser-
tions-in his book tlmt have little, if any, bet-
ter foundatio'n than the allove. 
In numerous places, Wilford speaks of the 
discrepancy between Newton's calculation 
of the velocity of sound, and its true veloc-
ity, and then mentions Laplace's solution of 
tl;e difficulty, which is by taking account of 
the heat generat1>d by conipression and 
absorbed by rarefaction. But ·,vnford car- , 
ries the idea that this solution requires, that· 
the air be heated sufficientlv to increase its 
velocity one sixth. We ha.;e not read Lap-
lace's explanation of the phenomenon, hut 
the explanation given by modern writers on 
thermo-dynamics is entirely different from 
Wilford's representation of the matter. 
Such an explanation could not be given here, 
both for lack of space, and becam,e it in-
volves so much of higher mathematics as 
not to be fully comprehended by the general 
reader. Suffice it to say that the solution giv-
en by these men is independent of the 
amount of cond~nsation or rarefaction. 
As all his objections to that explanation are 
founded upun the above assumption, ther 
fall to the ground. 
On page 152, he quotes Pn1f. Tyndall's 
statement of the law that, "the intem;ity o1 
a sound diminishes as the square of the dis-
tance from the sonorous l.locly increases," 
and then proceeds to ridicule it. Now sul>-
stantially the same law must· evidently 
apply to sound under the corpuscular hy-
potlwsis; but he misapplies the law entirely. 
He says, that according to Tyndall, sound 
has 1-lOOth, the intensity at a distance of 10 
feet than it has at the sonorous body; 
instead of that, Tyndall's evident meaning 
is that sound has 1-lO0th, the iRtcnsity at a 
distance of 10 feet than it has at 1 foot. 
The same law will hold at all distances, 
whether we use inches or miles as a unit of 
measure. The distance is not ineasured, as 
he would have us believe, on page 158, from 
the limit of audibility, but from the sono-
.rous body. 
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On page 127, he says, " An elaborate 
statement of this calculat1on of Laplace 
(referred to above) is given in Prof. Tyndall's 
Lectures on Sottnd at about the 30th page 
which only goes to show tu what extent a 
fallacy of the most glaring and transparent 
nature may be bolstered up by a profound 
theorist,even when no fou11dat1011 whatever 
exists for the ingenious explanation." 
We would like to say to Wilford, that he 
should be very careful before he speak,; in 
that way of such a man as Laplace. 
(To be continued.) 
8EEING BY TELEGRAPH. 
The time has come when the world ab-
solutely refuses to be surprised by anything. 
If an enterprising Yau;rne Hltonl<l produce 
the plans andspocificatious for aXewYork 
and Liverpool suspension bridge, or an-
nounce his determination to collect a lot of 
coral polyps and build a new continent in 
the south Pacific, everyborly would pro• 
nounce the scheme a very plausable one. 
Some woul<l ask the price of half shares aml 
the rest would run opposition. 
Only a few weeks ago, Prof. Graham Bell 
very modestly placed on lile with the Smith-
sonian and Franklin Institutes, sealed de-
scriptions of an apparatus for "seeing by tel-
egrallh." Ever since, though the description 
has not yet been made public, the scientific 
press h,ts been crowded with detailed de-
scriptiom; of theoretical arrangements for 
the same purpose, which are supposed by 
their projectors-who evidently belong to 
the class that seeks to" run oppo;;ition"-to 
be of similar construction. Home of these, 
depending on a peculiar property of selen-
ium, seem to be of a promising nature. 
When this metal forms a part of a circuit in 
which there is a constant electromotive 
force; for instance, tif a voltaic battery. It 
is a fact well known to scientists. that the 
strength of the current is directly propor-
tional to the illumination of the selenium; 
accordingly, several of the proposed iustru-
ments for receiving and transmitting im-
pressions of light. are arranged substantially 
as follows: A large surface made up of 
very small separatf' sqnares of selenium. 
constitutes the receiver proper. Each of 
these little pieces is connected 011 one side 
by a separate insulated wire, with another 
instrument at the distant station, while the 
other side of each of these is connected with 
the ground in accordance with the plan com-
monly employed to complete the circuit in 
telegraphy. If, now, by means of a strong 
lens, the image of some object be thro:wn on 
the selenium surfacE, those squares which 
are most highly illuminatad will be the 
most perfect conductors, and vice versa; so 
that the insulated wires which connect each 
square with the instrument at the other sta-
tion, will be charged with currents of dif- · 
ferent intensities. 
The instrument at this other station c011-
sists of a steel surface, made up of separate 
movable squares, corresponding in number 
and arrangement with the squ;ires of selen-
ium. In front of each of these is a small 
electro-magnet, connected with the tirst sta-
tion by means of one of the immlated wires. 
As these squares are movable, they will lw 
displaced in .proportion as their nrnguets are 
influenced by the current in their own par-
ticular wire, and, as this current depends 
on the illumination of the selenium plate, it 
follows that the displacement of- the steel 
square is directly dependent on the illumin-
ation of its corresponding square of selen-
ium. 
'rhe arrangement is such that when oue of 
t.hese steel sq uares_is displaced, a small apPr-
ature is opened, through which an amount 
of light, directly proportional to the degree 
of displacement, is allowed to pass and 
illumine the back of a piece of frosted glass. 
It seems evident from this that the lights 
and shadows on the glass will correspond 
with those on the surface of selenium; and 
so they would if the squares in both instru-
ments were sufficiently small. To transmit 
a perfect image it would be necessary that 
there should be a square for each ray of 
light, and this is impossible. 
It is to be hoped that Prof. Bell has not 
been anticipated hy any of these proposed 
inventions,-a few of which were report.ed 
some time before the filing of his descrip-
tioft-and ,that when his conclusions are 
made public, they will be found to be based 
on a mor1;> prartic·1.l fonivlat.ion. 
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THE two important occasions of the 
spring term are over; the meeting of the 
Alumni, and the Junior exhibition followed 
in quick succession, and both conspired to 
close up the terms work with many pleasing 
episodes, as well as to store away in memo-
ry's recesses many evtmts which will long 
add tot.he pleasure of life by their happy 
reminiscences. We look upon these events 
as flowers strewn m the stern, rugged path-
way of both practical and college life, to 
attract, for the time, the gaze and mind, and 
turn them from the more selfish to the 
social. 
The Alumnus when fairly outside of 
the college halls, is soon engulfed by the 
perplexing problems of a new life; and the 
associations and aspirations which were 
closely allied to his education, are apt to be 
forgotten. But as the years roll on, these 
frequent alumni gatherings stamp, indelibly 
on his nature all the noble impulses, remem-
brances and acquaintances of college life• 
Nor could we reasonably expect the bene-
fits of these gat,herings to end there. As 
the Alumni become strong in members and 
having amassed considerable wealth, they 
often endow a chair in some one or more of 
the departments of the institution. Lit-
erary sociAty halls are, many times, magnifi-
cently furnished, at the expense of the 
Alumni. We hope that we will not have fo 
wait many years before the young and 
patriotic Alumni of this institution, will 
take active and systematic steps to found 
society libraries, and otherwise aid them. 
lf these are a few of the grand results of 
cementing old college ties and associa-
tions, who is there that iK not enthusiastic 
and strong in tlwir commendation of all 
such meetings? 
WE have before ns a full and complete 
account of the commencement exercisll8 
of the State University as given by tlie 
State Press. Judging from the voluminous 
account given, and using the Press' own 
words with a very little changing, we think 
that th~ whole matter is fully described. 
when he says that on "Friday the oratorical 
faucet was turned, and for nearly a week. 
the intermittent, but brilliant phosphores-
cent water flow-ed." The order of exercises 
included Friday, June 18th, the anniver-
sary of the literary societies; 8unday, 20th, 
the President's Ba,icalaureate address; Mon-
day, 21st, Class-day exercises; Tuesday. 22nd 
graduat10n of the law class; Wednesday,, 
23rd, Collegiate Comml:'ncement. 
'fhe Literary Societies graduated more 
membe! s than in any previous year. 
President Packard's Baccalaureate address 
was founded upon the grand principle of 
"Frwedom secured by the posses1,ion of trnth." 
The alumni meeting followed 011 Monday 
with about fifty members present. They 
very wisely, we think, took steps, by ap-
pointing a committee, to try and secure the 
passage of a law by the Legislature to have 
two members of the Board of Regents lile-
lected from the Alumni. The Jaw class 
graduates one hundred and six ,11wmbers, 
followed by forty-five from the collegiate 
course, of whom nineteen took the degTee 
of Bachelor of Arts; twenty Bachelor of 
Philosophy; Bachelor of Science was con-
ferred on three; wlnle. three chose (,'ivH 
Engineering. 
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IT is Wonderful the degree of interest with 
which a student will watch and analyze the 
proceeding:; of the Legislature, Board of 
'rn1stees, or Faculty, on all questions per-
taining to the welfare of the instit11tion. 
They are engaged just at preflent, in jealo11s-
ly watching the movements of Prof. ·wy1111. 
He is now visiting an alumni meeting, of 
which h9 is a. member, held at vVittenherg 
College, Ohio, the institution of his gradua-
tion. 
The Alumni have endowed a chair of Lit-
erature. and on three different occasious 
tendered the professorship to .Prof. ·wynn; 
in fact. it has heen a standing offer for some 
time, the place having been kept vacant and 
waiting. vVere thesr the only facts con 1wcted 
with tlie case, we think we would not have 
much room to fear that he would leave us. 
But from the tone of his parting \Vurds, a 
p~·offered increased salary., it being his home 
proper, and tl1e tender being made by his 
uw11 classmates and Alumni generally, are 
sufficient reasons we think, in wai-ranting 
us in being apprehensive, to say the least of 
. the outcome. The faet, a ls'), that Lhe Prof. 
has long felt that there was, a lack of appre-
ciation, by the authorities, ot' the full impor-
. tance of his department, may be taken as 
an other source of apprehension. It has 
been a traditional understanding among 
the ;.,tndents for a lung time, that Prof. 
"\Vynn's department has not been given the 
facilities, nor privileges for developing its 
work as compared with his energies, and 
learning. A student wishing to come here 
and ,l\"ail himself of a·speci.al cour:,;e ln lit-
erature, as is freely given in the other 
departments, finds himself confronted im-
mediately with an array of complexitiPs 
and difficulties not found in any other 
course in tile institution. "\Ve hope the 
emergencies will be fully weighed, and prop-
er steps taken to prevent a final separation. 
"\Ve cannot afford to lose such a man even 
if a higher sal,iry is demanded. We duuLt if 
many institutions of the land have the 
salaries of their Professors just lhe same. 
Let that be influenced hy the smne law 
which should act in all cases, viz, supply and 
demand, and we think all such cases would 
.finally gravitate around and come to a 
happy equilibrium. 
WE would like again to call the attention 
of our students, to the importance of pat-
ronizing those who have \i\.Jerally adver-
ti8ed in our columns. There are some verv 
important reasons connected with this. They 
have a right to expect our patronage; and 
in cafle of our failnre so to do, they have a 
good and sufficient rPason to refuse thei1· 
help, not only now, hut in tlrn future. ::,lwuld 
we keep our trade closely within the adver-
tised limits, we will soon find those not pat-
ronizing now, corning to our aid in the fu-
ture. Let each student make it a study 
then, 10 have the business 111e11 of Ames 
feel, that their trade is an important item 
and well worth striving for. 
EXCHAXGES. 
It is somewhat umnsing to notice the man-
ner, in which the various editors make their 
final bow, on retiring from the editorial chair. 
In laying clown the quill, one will tlo it with 
words savoring of pathos; another rather un. 
ceremoniously drops his load as if anxious to be 
free, with not much thought for the past or 
care for the future: again we see one trying to 
atone for the mistakes of the past, and very 
unhesita\ingly achiHing for the future; some 
feeling that they have clone their duty, and with 
a clear conscience, they pass their work over to 
the incoming corps of editors, in whom they 
can put full confidence; and many other senti-
ments expressive of financial success, change 
in policy, and perhaps. for some reawn or other, 
change of editors and the consequent unpleas-
antnesses thereof. Such are the cl<ming words 
of the outgoing editors in the changing scenes 
of college journalism. 
The College Index furmshes us a splendid 
article on "The Nature of True Poetry." It 
is about as close and compact an analysis of 
the subject, as it has been our lot to see. 
One of the frankest, manliest. articles that 
we have seen for some time comes with the.July 
issue of the K. )I. I. News. It is an address ot 
R. Bridgforth during commencement exercises 
before a Mississippi institution. We feel like 
giving it the title of "Knew Much Indeed." 
Just such sentiments as these, will soon raise 
the Son th ont of her present unfortunate condi-




-The haying season is mostly over and 
harvest begun. 
-The familiar sound of the mower is 
heard on the lawn. 
-The Alumni host, like a fleeting visi.on, 
have come and gone. 
-The Biological hall, and cottage bo14rd-
ing ho~se are ~uildi11g. · 
-The President's family will remain at 
the college during vacation. 
-The ,July Quarterly is very interesting 
and should have a wide circulation. 
-A number of the students are putting 
in their vacation working 01{ the farm. 
-Freshy. observing an engineer's R. R. 
map. [s that what yon call a typographical 
map~ 
-Prof. Fox has resigned his position, and 
Prof. W. :-,. Woodis from Tipton will fill 
his place. 
-.\. ,J nnior tlt•fines l'arenchymat ious tis-
sue, as being everything that is'nt some-
thing else. 
-The Band and Military company paraded. 
the streets at Ames the last Saturday after-
noon of the term. 
-What kind of a (K)nap(p) did Gerry Mc-
Daniels take on the evenin!! of the 26th? 
A Minnie-mum Knapp. 
-There 1s talk of a home oratoricaJ con-
test to be held m the college chapel this fall. 
We hope it will not be all talk. 
-A Sophomore who ought to know, says 
the reason we have no more oysters is be-
cause the cracker supply has given out. 
-The Christian Association has taken 
steps towards getting new singing books 
for the use of the prayer meeting and Sun-
day school. 
-Miss Winnie Dudley has resigned her 
position as music teacher on account of ill 
health. Miss Athearn was elected by the 
Board tofill the position. 
-We learn that l:'rof. Stalker is to have 
an assistant. It seems as though the grow-
ing popularity of the veterinary department 
is making rapid strides. 
-A gentleman who wished to take a s11e-
cial course in Political Economy, was told 
that he might have it with the class, and 
specialize all he wished to besides. 
-During the last days of the fruit season 
the students were given the freedom of the 
berry patch ;-said freedom was appreciated 
and exercised to its fullest extent, too. 
• -1st Professor: How do you address a 
postal so as to go around the world i' 
2nd Profe.~sor: .Mr.-- Ames, lowa.-ver~ 
~an Francisco, ver.~us Hong Kong vt1·.~-u.• 
etc. 
-A number of students will remain llm·-
ing vacation to wor~ up back studies, and 
write dissertations. We admire their pluck, 
but sympathize with them in their misfor-
tune. 
-The President's old resiuenct>, which 
last winter's Lt>gislature appropriated to 
the use of the department of Domestic 
Economy. is being painte1l allll repaire1l for 
that purpose. 
-.,\. new law for Prof. Bessey. A Sopho-
more hotamst states it as follows: '"fhe 
length of the name of a plant increases 
inversely as its size." The .Juniors sympa-
thize with him. 
-Them usic Sunday, June 27th, was a rare 
treat. and particularly appreciated by the 
older students who had heard the voices 
of Misses Keith, Campbell, and. Curtis 
echo from those walls before. 
-The Library is the possessor of a new 
and very much improved p,tper-rack. It is 
now moved to the center of the room and 
its old place is occupied hy a book-case 
·especially adapted to large and unwieldy 
books. 
-"Prof., does 100 lbs. of ice make 100 lbs. 
of water\'" asks a Junior physicist. Evi-
dently, this young hopeful has bt>en troubled 
with hydrophobia in his early youth, 
which accounts for his lack of knowledge 
on the subject of water. • 
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-·rhe Prof, could not have found a per-
son better prep:ired to make a recitation 
on the moon, than the one he asked. This 
young gentleman talks enthusiastically of 
moon-light strolls, of which he has taken 
many, and looks upon even a wood-pile as 
being a romantic.object, if bathAd in Luna's 
rays. 
-Misses Horning and Brackin trespassed 
on forbid,len paths of scie11ce, when thP.y 
gathered poison ivy for botany specimens. 
Ask either of them now, and they will tell 
yon it is poison ivy, and not Virginia creeu-
er, which bas three leaflets. One of the 
ladies declares she will mount that speci-
men at all hazards. 
-The class in English Literature had 
their ti1u,l Pxamination ,June 2Jt!1; Prof. 
Wynn having obtained permission from the 
Bo:trd to close at that time sotlrnt he mi~ht 
visit hill Alma Mater. Although it left the 
class more time for other studies, they were 
loth to give it up. The last recitation 
reminded them forcibly of the "last da_r of 
school," of their younger days. 
\/ -The Narrow-gauge R. R. between Ames 
and Des Moines gracefully yields its claims 
and bows itself out of existence; while the 
N. W. Broad-gauge triumphantly takes its 
place. The event will be celebrated by an 
excursion to Ames of about two hundred of 
Des Moines, best citizens. The President of 
the collek;e has received word that many of 
them will make us a short visit, which we 
are glatl to hear, and will try and give them 
a hearty welcome. 
-One of our confident ,Juniors not long 
since eagerly grasped a gun to hit a mark 
not many feet distant. The smoke cleared 
away. Mark still undisturbed. He was 
heard to say, "Well!" He fired again. 
Mark untouched. With an excited look he 
simply ejaculates" Well!" "Well!" A third 
time he tries his fortune only to see the 
object mockingly occupying its former posi-
tion. l'Ie was only heard to mutter an 
'inaudible something, and when told that he 
had been lirin g blank cartridges, he presented 
the blankest aspect of a Junior that we 
have seen lately. All his aspirations have 
now turned toward poetry. 
-Of all positions in which our students 
are placed, the members of the Lecture 
Committee seem most unfortunate and 
rleserving of pity. Notwithstanding their 
numerous meetings and great exertions, 
they have been doomed to disappointment, 
once in a lecture without an audience, and 
since in an audience without a lecturer. 
In response to the liberal advertising ;md 
/ great reputation of Mr. Will Co,rleton, a 
large audience assembled on the evening of 
,June 26th. to hear his lecture on"Science of 
Hon:e." As the last train came and no 
lecturer put in an appearance, it becanu, evi-
dent that, in order that the time might not 
remain unoccupied, an impromptu joint ses-
sion of the societies must be held. A pro-
gramme wa~ accoruinglv a:Tanged, which 
consisted of a debate, an extemporaneous 
oration, and a recitation. Barring the lat: 
ness of the hour, and disappointment of the 
amlience, we may say the evening was passed 
in a very agreeable and profitable manner. 
-The students who remained to spend 
' their vacation at the college, were, perhaps 
no less patriotic than those who went home 
Arrangements had been made to celebrate 
Saturday, but the weather not being favj>r-
able it was decided to postpone the "Fourth" 
till Monday. At the appointed time. the 
weatlrer persisted in threatening rain and 
as the President was kind enough to grant 
us the use of the chapel. we occupierl it at 
once, anti immediately commenced the exer-
cises of the dity. Miss Abbie Frater read 
the Declaration of Independence. C. H. 
McGrew was orator for the occasion, and on 
leaving the rostrum someone ti"ied to knock 
him down with a bouquet. Miss Lane fol-
lowed him in response to a toast, and when 
he got through, the orator turned his lau-
rels into her lap. ·'Little Jim." Dewell 
responded to the second toast and the flowers 
were again transferred. Jessie Frater, 
Fra11k Saylor, Geo. Reed, Wm. Scott, W. 
Summers and "Tom" spoke on patriotic sub-jects, suggested by the audience when they 
were called out. I can't begin to describe 
the dinner that followed, and hav'nt time to 
tell - of the fun we had in the afternoon 
when the sun c·ame out; nor did our "good 
time" cease until the sun went down behind 
the convex earth, and night spread a pall 
over the l.iwn and over patriotism. 
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-Mr Whiting of Des Moines has the con-
tract for putting up the new buildings. 
-The usual .Junior·•Ex" mock programmes 
were out. 'fhey contained the reputed 
amount of sarcasm, ridicule and general 
trashiness, emanating from a trashy mind. 
There was also the usual number of ram-
pant Juniors and happy l:;ophomores. Sen-
iors looked on, amused, thinking of what 
fmd been. 'fhe Freshmen surveyed the sit-
uation with expectancy. thinking of what 
would be. 
CLIPPINGS. 
President Hayes, being in attendance at 
the Yale commencement, received the hon-
orary degree of LL. D. 
The famous Egyptian obelisk which is to 
be moved to America is now on its way 
from Alexandria to New York. 
"Please understand," said honorable 
Billy, the other day," I am not such a fool as 
I look." " No," said Bob, " 1 hat would be too 
much." 
A scientist informs us that" the skulls of 
African negroes are dolichocephalic, meso-
cephalic, prognathans, piatyrhine and meso-
sermi." No wonder the West Point officers 
thought Whittaker clubbed himself. 
Prof.:-" Will you name the bones of the 
head?" 
Stndent :-" I've got them all in my head, 
Professor;· but I can't just give them." 
. "Jane,'" said her father," I thought you hat-
ed stingy people, and yet your young man"-
"Why pa, who said he was stingy i'" "0 
nobody,'' replied pa, "only I could see that 
he was a little close as I passed through 
the room."' 
COLLEGE NOTES. 
The Archangel will soon be out in mag-
azine form. 
President King of Cornell tendered his 
resignation to the Board of Trustees, but 
they refused to accept it, and granted a 
le we of absenc2 for one year.-Cornellian. 
Dartmouth is keeping an account of the 
attendance of the Faculty at chapel. 
It costs $142,000 a year to run the Michi-
gan University, $101,000 of which is paid to 
the pr,Jfessors. 
The number of students at Yale is 1,00:1; 
at Harvard, 1,350; at Michigan ~University, 
1,367; Pennsylvania University, 1,030; at 
Iowa University. 600; at Columbia, 1,437; at 
.John Hopkins, 123; Rochester University, 
155; Wesleyan, 164; Wabash, 165. 
The State of Mississippi is to have an agri-
cultural college. The institution is located 
at Columbus and will be opened during 
the fall for admission of classes. General 
S. D. Lee has been appointed President and 
two of the graduates of the Michigan Agi'i-
cultural College are engaged as members ·of 
the faculty of \,he new college. Mississippi 
has, it is said, taken the Michigan college as 
its model in its course of instruction and in 
the matter of compulsory labor. The statis-
tics of the Michigan college, by the way, 
show that 50 per cent. of its grnrluatPs PH-
gage practically in agricultural and mechan-
icial arts.- World. 
We are sorry to learn of the peremptory 
resignation of Dr. Gregory as the head of 
the Illinois Industrial University, at Cham-
paign. We have often had occasion to speak 
of Dr. Gregory's eminent fitness for such a 
position; and those who a1'e familiar with 
the history of the institution will agree ' 
with us in the assertion that it is largely 
dne to his splendid executive abilities that 
it has attained its present high reputation . 
We hope the institution will be fortunate . 
enough to secure the services of a man wor-
thy to wear the mantle that Dr. Gregory has 
laid aside; but the men who are his peer in! 
point of ability, culture and strength of1 
character, are few and far between. We 
know not to what field of labor he may be 
called in the future, but the world has 
need of such men as he, and he will not 
be an idler. ,vherever he may go, or ·t~ 
whatever undertaking he lllay embark 
he has the warmest wishes of the Journal 
as has also the institution at Champaign; 
with which he has been so prominent!~ 
com ected.-Live Stock Journal. 1 
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PERSONAL. 
'71l. Fred M. Pratt is teaching near Lead-
ville. 
'77. Prof. Smith is spsnding his leisure 
hours, now, in Chicitgo. 
'79. W. M. Scott prolonged his stay f;everal 
days after the close of the term. 
'79. Leon Leighton is heard from; he is 
teaching in Shasta Co. Cal., at $80 per 
mo1,th. 
'78. James H. Butler was forced to drop the 
study of law on account of Ills health, 
and is at present in Leauville, Colorado, 
-clerking. 
-
'80. J. F. S,tylor returne~ to finish his course 
after wielding the rod ovr>r a grade<l 
school at Perry for five weeks. Rejoice 
ye Aztecs. 
'80. II. Martin after a year's rustication 
has concluded to give up his patriotic 
alliance to '79, and cJmes in at the be-
ginning of the fall term to finish up with 
'80. 
'83. Miss Kate McNeil finis hell her examiu-
ations before the end of the term, and 
went to Iowa City to attend the com-
mencement exercises of class '80, in 
which hrr sister graduated. 
'81., Miss .Julia Hanford severs her connrc-
tion with class '80; but intends to re-
turn and graduate with class '81. This is 
a serious loss to the class, which they 
feel deeply, too. It is a consolation 
however. to know that she intends to fin_ 
ish her com·i-e. '81 will give her a hearty 
welcome. 
'76. We clip the follow;ng from the Han-
cock Signal: 
DIED, in Minneapolis, Minn., on' the 23d 
of May, Mr. ,J. 0. Northrup, formerly a 
teacher in this county. Mr. Northrup 
had been ailing for two weeks but was 
not willing to give up until he was in a 
mnch more dangerous condition than he 
sup~osed. The physician pronounced his 
disease to be blood poison. His father was 
sent for and accompanied his remains to 
Strawberry Point, Iowa, for burial. 
Miss Shaw of Tipton has been· paying 
Miss Dudley a visit. 
Profs. Macomber and Stanton with their 
families are spending their vacation among 
their friends. 
Miss Jessie Frater, sister of Miss Abhie, is 
spending her vacation at the College tak-
ing a course in reading, botany ar.ddrawing. 
Miss Florence McDonald, with two lady 
friends from Des Moines, spent a portion 
of her vacation visiting with Prof. Stanton. 
"Prof" ,John is taking advantage of the 
students' abseuce and is putting the recita-
tion rooms and halls in splendid condition. 
Prof. Beal has worked up a perfect model 
of a recitation room. The economy used in 
the expenditures · on the room, compared 
with amount of imp1:ovement, retlects great 
tact and skill in the Professor. 
1Vill Carleton's failure to lecture was due 
to sickness. The negligence of a night oper-
ator prevented us from receiving his tele-
gram notifying us- of the fact. He will lec-
ture for us sometime in the future at a 
ret!uced price. 
Miss Putnam, a fr1eml of Mrs. Welch, speu t 
two weeks with her as she was returning 
to Boston from Californfa. This lady grad-
uated at Oberlin before the war, and has 
since been engaged, with lier friend Miss 
!Jolly, in teaching a freedman's school near 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
'7B. W. C. Baker Gf'W has just graduated at 
Iowa College, Grinnell, with high stand-
ing. He has been serving as editor-iri-
r.hief of the News Letter during the latter 
part of the year. Mr. Charles S. Case-
beer, who v.ent to that instittltion from 
here in 1876, graduated with honors at 
the same time. 
'fo all those anxiously looking for Prof. 
Bessey, we would suggest that you occupy 
some prominent point overlooking the ap-
proaches to Ames. If, toward evening, you 
see some· one approaching with a huge· can 
strapped to his side, and an armful of 
plants of all descriptions shades and colors, 
you may know that this is the Professor. 
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The following are the officers of the 
ALUMNI fur the ensuing year. 
"72.. J. K, MACOMBER, 
'76. .J. F. HARDIN, 




Each class is to have a Vice Presi<;lent. 
Vice Ptesidents: '72. J. C. ARTHUR; '7:3. 
J. s. LEE; '74. IDA s. NOYES; '75. C. H. 
LEE; '76. JULIA C. BLODGET; '77. KATE 
S. CURTIS; 'T&, RICHARD BURKE; '7H. H. 
OSBORNE. 
Don'tdespair;.Mr. Alumnus, if you failed 
to get an office this time, aud yet have a 
"J" in your narae; your chances are good 
for next year. 
The census take·r counts as high as ji·ve 
in the homes of some of the Alumni. We 
hope the Legislature will take this as a 
basis from whiel1 h>· make some practical 
generahzations. and provide soon, a more 
commodious lmilding than the present· one. 
-It is the geneni.1 mJ<l:erstanding afoong • 
the landlords in this vicinity, that the 
Alumni all came from the fated grasschop-
per district. We feel like speakrng through 
the eolumns of the AURORA and denying 
this statement,-hence we procee<l to deny. 
'73. Prof. Lee was made the happy recipient 
of a most hearty han.d.-slmking on his re-
turn to the college during the alumni' 
''meeting. The Professor can ue assured 
that his long services- at the college were 
fully appreciated by the studr-nts. We 
shall al ways be pleased to hear of his 
labors being lucrative,pleasant .. and meet-
ing the ·hearty approval of his fellow 
man. 
''16. Abner Hitchcock graduated at the 
Iowa City .Law Schou! in June. The 
most pleasing feature of the wlrole thing 
to us, is that out of one hundre,T and six, 
only seven of the most meritorious were 
chosen to deliver their final p1 oductions 
·publicly, and among t°his number we are 
JJroucl to record a factor fo I. A. C. . His 
~ubject was "Law and Ethics." Sorry we 
can not comment on it at some length. 
!78, A peculiar episode happened to ;J. C. 
Meredith, on applying at Stevens' Insti-
tute of Technology, at Hubokl"n, New 
Jersey, for admi:c,;si(>i1 into the.mechanical. 
departnwnt. On leitrning- that Mr. Mere• 
dith had pursued "some" of the mechan-
ical studies in a '•western college," the 
authorities assured the camlidate that 
his p1:esent knowledge would not avail 
him much by way of starting in -the insti-' 
tution. The candidate pushed his case-
and desired rank according to the exam• 
ination passed. They complied; ·he 
pa:;ised into the Senior year; they have 
nothing more to say ahout wester1l;(1ol-. 
leges. 
'74. '77. .June 3il, seemed a big day among 
our Alumni. In addition to the re-union 
at the college, two selected that day for 
estaulishing permanent unions. Miss 
Eva E. Paull, of '74, to Mr. C. B. Van 
Slyke, at ~igot1rney, Iow,t. ~Ir- A. P 
Harg~ave, of '77, to Miss ---'r 
74. C. S. Chase has just left ~henand,)ali, 
· Page Co. low.a. where he has been located· 
for several years as Principal of the 
school, and moreover as a lawyer, to 
return to Oi;;age, his old home, where he 
will furnisli legal advice. Mr. Chase grad-
uated wfth the rtrst class that went forth 
from the Des Moines Uiw School, and is a 
taleHted and worthy young man. 
'79. ,James Hyde is to be found in a count-. 
ing house, in Council Bluffs. 
Book. Bindery 
MARSHALL TOWN, IOWA,-
Most Complete Establishm@t 
-OF THE KIND IN-
CENTRAL IO-W-A_ 
J. C- PARKER, Proprietor, 
RlTLI'.'W/B'I:S.1llNG, AND BLANK-BOOK l\'IA:\'U-
FACTU1U'f(; I'.'/ ,\LL ITS DEPARBIEXTS. 
1'.Ir. rarker stancls· unc::celll'Cl as a 111ost thorough 
~ ncl ex:1erien<:>ed mas~Pr of tis pro!ession and the 
best work is gu:.uautecd. O:::de:·s by nrnil soliciu:d. 
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A. M. ALLEN, 
w. A. SCOTT, -. Treasurer 
- ' l\ BBIE FRATF.Jt, ' .Instructor of Bible class 
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL. 
c.:D. TiYLOR, President 
NELLIE M. BEt:L, - Secretary 
CARRIE C. LANE, JULIA HANFORD 
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W. S. SUMMERS, 
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- . Critic 
Librarian 
Usher 
CLIOLIAN.' ,,. I' 
NELLIE M. BELL, President. 
MINNIE BEACH, - Vice President 
KITTIE REEVES, Rec .. Secretary . 
JENNIE PERRETT, ·cor. Secreta.ry 
DELLA NEAL, _ _;_ Treasurer 
MINNIE KNAPP, Cliaplain 
MARY McDONALD, - . Door-keeper 
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J. L. SIMCOKE, 
C. A. DODGE, -
M. CHERRIE, 
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OFFWERS OF STUDENT'S ciov•T. 
Miss Ev AL. GREGG, - Capt. Sec. 1. 
" FANNIE M. FROST, Sec. 2. 
" MARY J.DE Voss, Sec. 3. 
" MAGGIE HBNRY, See.4. 
GEO. REED, - - See. 5. 
T. W. SHEARER, Sec. 6. 
D. T. S'I'OCKMAN, Sec. 7. 
A. G. ANDREWS, Sec. 8. 
G. G. NEWBOLD, Sec. 9 • 
A. W. SWEARINGEN, Sec. 10. 
A complete line of dress goods and trim-
mings at Thomas, Soper & Son. 
Pretty panels and easels at Bosworth'a · 
drug store. 
A. W. ROGERS, 
SHOEMAKER, 
AMES, 
H ARNER'S ART GALLERY. 
FIRST CLASS 
PBOTOGRAPHS: 
EAST ~IDE STORY -·STREET, 
BOONE, IOWA. 
'; E. D. ANDRU:SS. 
DEN':[' AL EOO::b.1:S, 
IOWA. 
In bis. brick restdenee, opposite the West H~. 
Ax:,i:s IOWA. 
A BORN HOUSE, 
DES MOINES, lOW A, 
RISLEY & VAIL, PROi-R'S. 
THE KIRKWOOD, 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
BomJE & WYMAN, PROPR's. 
THE BEST SHORT-HAND. 
SUCCESS ASSURED! 
Ea.sil'y learned, 'written and'reaA:. An elegant IIAlC!Om• 
plishment, a business necessity. Taught by mail. t.ext-
books, reporters' supplies, etc. ftirnlshed. · Younc 
'Writer, 1oc:.1 _First Le!lsons, 2/lll., Com pend. 25c. 
Agent.ii wanted, circulars free. 
<lBA~. V!!<CF~. Tabor, la. 
